
Realistic Fiction TWEEN READS

Nowhere Boy
by Katherine Marsh
Fourteen-year-old Ahmed, a Syrian refugee,
and thirteen-year-old Max, an American boy,
are bound by a secret that sets them on the
adventure of a lifetime.
Teen Fiction Marsh, KatherineTeen Fiction Marsh, Katherine

Dress Coded
by Carrie Firestone
Fed up with dress codes and unfair conduct
standards at a school where girls’ bodies are
considered a distraction, Molly starts a
podcast to protest the school’s disciplinary
inequality before her small rebellion swells
into a full-blown empowerment revolution.
Teen Fiction Firestone, CarrieTeen Fiction Firestone, Carrie

Someone Else's Shoes
by Ellen Wittlinger
12-year-old Izzy's life just seems to get more
and more complicated: she is upset by her
father's new marriage; she is expected to look
out for her cousin, Oliver, who has moved in
with her family; and now Ben, the son of Izzy's
mother's boyfriend, is also living with them.
Teen Fiction Wittlinger, EllenTeen Fiction Wittlinger, Ellen

Greetings from Witness
Protection!
by Jake Burt
A foster-care girl is placed with a family in the
Witness Protection Program where she
discovers that hiding in plain sight can be
complicated and dangerous.
Teen Fiction Burt, JakeTeen Fiction Burt, Jake

Dear Sweet Pea
by Julie Murphy
Struggling to adjust to her parents’ sudden
divorce at the same time she is forced to sit
next to her former best friend in class, a teen
finds herself in the unlikely role of a
community advice columnist.
Teen Fiction Murphy, JulieTeen Fiction Murphy, Julie

Well, That Was Awkward
by Rachel Vail
There are unexpected consequences when
thirteen-year-old Gracie sends texts
pretending to be her bashful best friend,
Sienna, and their friend Emmett starts texting
back pretending to be shy A.J.
Teen Fiction Vail, RachelTeen Fiction Vail, Rachel

Rebound
by Kwame Alexander
In the summer of 1988, twelve-year-old Chuck
Bell is sent to stay with his grandparents,
where he discovers jazz and basketball and
learns more about his family's past.
Teen Fiction Alexander, KwameTeen Fiction Alexander, Kwame

It Wasn't Me
by Dana Alison Levy
A middle-grade Breakfast Club tale finds six
very different students transcending
stereotypes to work together during a
mandated detention when they are wrongly
blamed for a vandalism incident.
Teen Fiction Levy, Dana AlisonTeen Fiction Levy, Dana Alison

The Unteachables
by Gordon Korman
Told in alternating voices, the teacher and
students in room 117 find their lives changed
over the course of a school year.
Teen Fiction Korman, GordonTeen Fiction Korman, Gordon

Tiny Infinities
by Jean Heilprin Diehl
Retreating into her family's old backyard
Renaissance tent when her father moves out,
Alice distracts herself by focusing on setting a
swim team record while bonding with a
science-loving new friend and advocating on
behalf of an unusual babysitting charge who
chooses not to speak.
Teen Fiction Diehl, Jean HeilprinTeen Fiction Diehl, Jean Heilprin
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